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House Resolution 1356

By: Representatives Stovall of the 74th, Scott of the 76th, Burnough of the 77th, Thomas of the

56th, and Jones of the 53rd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Charles Mitchell; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Charles Mitchell is CEO of Charles Mitchell Productions, LLC, in which he2

owns and manages an online Internet radio station, "The Vibe," and provides broadcasting3

services ranging from music and news to special programs and advertising for prospective4

clients; and he also does a nightly show called "The Quiet Storm"; and5

WHEREAS, Charles is no stranger to broadcast media, having spent more than 30 years as6

an on-air personality and a radio programmer in cities like New York, Miami, and Atlanta,7

recording commercials for both television and radio; and8

WHEREAS, he also worked for Warner Brothers/Reprise Records, serving as regional9

promotions manager and helping to promote artists like Prince, Take 6, Atlantic Starr, Mikki10

Howard, and many more; and11

WHEREAS, a native of Newark, New Jersey, who now calls Atlanta home, Charles grew up12

in a household where he was encouraged to follow his dreams; and13

WHEREAS, born with a speech impediment, Charles found solace in playing musical14

instruments, which helped him cope with his shyness around people; and having played in15

several musical bands during his teenage years, he ventured into the world of radio at his16

college radio station and began his spectacular broadcasting career; and17

WHEREAS, Charles' firm belief in public service compels him to support many charitable18

organizations, including the American Cancer Society and the Boys & Girls Clubs of19

America; and20

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this21

extraordinary broadcaster be appropriately recognized.22
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that23

the members of this body recognize and commend Charles Mitchell for his innumerable24

contributions to the world of radio and extend their most sincere best wishes for his25

continued success.26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized27

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to28

Charles Mitchell.29


